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PAY IT FORWARD MEAL 				
this goes towards our project to feed the
vulnerable in our community
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WAFFLES					$15
w marscarpone, freeze dried blueberries & pure
canadian maple syrup
		
+ $5 add bacon
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AMERICAN STYLE BAGEL 				$15
pesto, tomato, avocado, lettuce (ve) + $5 add bacon
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AGORA EGGS BENNY (ALL DAY)			
$22
hashbrown, spinach & hollandaise sauce w either:
- free range bacon (gf)
- roasted portabello (gf, v)
- house smoked salmon (gf) +$3
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BABY BENNY $13
1/2 size eggs benny w bacon /or/ mushroom
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BACON BUTTY $12
on sourdough w rocketfuel sauce & aioli (gfo)
+ $2 add fried egg
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EGGS ON TOAST $13
(poached, scrambled, fried //ciabatta, five grain or gf)
+$4 add mushrooms or tomatoes or avo
+$1 add spinach or +$5 add bacon
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SOUP OTD $13
ask our staff for the flavour of the day
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CURLY FRIES $6/$11
w housemade vegan aioli & tomato sauce (gf, ve)
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CHIPOTLE ARANCINI $13
fried smokey chipotle risotto balls
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TACOS 						$18
w pineapple salsa & your choice of:
- pulled lamb (gfo)
- pulled jackfruit (gfo, ve)
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KOREAN STICKY FRIED CHICKEN 			
w slaw & toasted crushed peanuts (gf)
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SALMON RISOTTO 				$23
lemon buttered risotto w grilled broccolini & pan
seared salmon
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BEEF RAGOUT 					$18
slow cooked stew, w tender beef, topped w sour cream
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V = VEGETARIAN VE = VEGAN VEO = VEGAN OPTION
GF = GLUTEN FREE GFO = GLUTEN FREE OPTION
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